Level : 1AM
Third Term English Exam

June :2015
Time:1h30

The text:
Dear Sandra.
It’s our summer holidays next week! I will visit my grandparents who live
near the sea. My cousin, Tom will come with me . We will spend a whole month
there .the weather will be hot and sunny so we will have a good time! we ‘ll
swim in the sea and we will play with their dog “ Biky”, I love dogs so much.
My brother James won’t come with us. He will go to England. He will stay at
Uncle John’s home for two months. I think the weather will be cloudy and rainy
there. He won’t go to the sea but he will have fun because my uncle lives on a
farm. James will see and play with animals: cows, horses, and many other
animals.
What about you, Lyndia?
Love , Sue
Part one: Reading comprehension (7pts):
Acivity one :Match people with their corresponding activities: (2pts)
Sue
Tom

will swim in the sea
will go to England

Sue and Tom
will visit her grandparents
James
will go with Sue
Activity two: read the text again then write “true” , “false” or “not
montioned” (3pts):
1- Sue will be on spring holidays next month……………………
2- The weather will be rainy in England……………………………..
3- Sue and Tom are from England………………………………………
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Activity three:
a-find in the text words or phrases that are closest in meaning to the
following(1pt)
beach=…………………..
next to=……………………..
b- find in the text words or phrases that are opposite in meaning to the
following words (1pt)
last ≠……………………..
hate ≠……………………
Mastery of language: (7pts)
Activity one: Match each symbol with its appropriate adjective: (2.5pts)
warm
rainy
cold
20°

cloudy

05°

sunny

Activity two: Write the correct form of the verbs in brackets: (2.5pts)
Every summer ,my family and I ( to travel )………………….. to Tunisia.
We usually ( to camp )………………… near the beach. Next summer (not/to
go)………………………… there. We (to visit ) ………….. ……..Spain where we (to
have) ……..…………. .. a good time.
Activity three: classify the following words in the right column (2pts):
There - Earth - North - with

/ᶨ/

/ᶱ/

Part two: situation of integration (6pts)
You have received an e-mail from Sue .Answer her and say what you’ll do
next summer holidays.
Next summer holidays. I will……………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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